The world is watching as Americans prepare to vote on November 3. The outcome will have impact felt far beyond the boundaries of the U.S., with implications for the world’s economies, markets, foreign relations and the lives of billions around the world. In the run-up to election night and beyond, Reuters is delivering comprehensive multimedia coverage, with expert journalists on the ground, an eye on the world’s reaction, insightful polling data and, for the first time, live elections results.

WHAT TO EXPECT

• The Reuters-National Election Pool partnership will provide real-time results from 900 locations throughout the 2020 elections cycle, including vote counts and winner projections for all state-wide races.
• Breaking news and deep insights delivered quickly and definitively.
• In partnership with Ipsos, Reuters will provide public opinion poll data from battleground states and a unique view of the race via a relaunched Polling Explorer.
• Expert commentary from Reuters Breakingviews.
• “Economic Dream Team Machine” interactive tool by Breakingviews allows you to pick a cabinet of economic all-stars for Biden or Trump who could help fix the American economy.
• Learn what’s at stake for the financial community. Join Refinitiv and Reuters for a series of webinars as experts discuss the implications of the election.
• U.S. election-related guests will join the Global Markets Forum in Refinitiv Messenger for more news and insight.
• Access the Global Markets Forum in Refinitiv Messenger for more news and insight.
• See the latest developments on Reuters.com and the Reuters App.
• Get expert commentary from Reuters Breakingviews.
• Leading up to election night, join Refinitiv and Reuters for a series of webinars on what’s at stake for the financial community.
• Follow the latest news via Twitter, Facebook, Instagram and Apple News Mobile App.

HOW TO ACCESS

• Power your decisions using the information you trust with Reuters news on Eikon.
• Explore Refinitiv’s dedicated U.S. Election App on Eikon by entering ‘USPOL’ in the search bar.
• See the latest developments on Reuters.com and the Reuters App.
• Access the Global Markets Forum in Refinitiv Messenger for more news and insight.
• Follow the latest news via Twitter, Facebook, Instagram and Apple News Mobile App.
EXCLUSIVE NEWS AND INSIGHT

- Microsoft believes Russians that hacked Clinton targeted Biden campaign firm
- Conflicted Over Coal - In Pennsylvania, a town, and a family, made and unmade by coal
- Biden garners more Republican endorsements, this time from ex-governors
- Harris could help Biden with women, young voters, maybe some Republicans too
- Hundreds of George W. Bush administration officials to back Biden, group says
- Most Americans sympathize with protests, disapprove of Trump’s response
- Biden to hammer Trump’s ‘tough talk, weak action’ on China, top adviser says
- How Trump allies have organized and promoted anti-lockdown protests
- As the U.S. shut down, Trump’s legal fight to build wall ramped up
- Democrats, furious with Trump, much more keen to vote now than four years ago
- Trump holds support of political base in virus-prone states

SPOTLIGHT: VOTING INTEGRITY

- How a small group of U.S. lawyers pushed voter fraud fears into the mainstream
- Bipartisan campaign aims to reassure U.S. voters as Trump questions election integrity
- Ballot drop boxes are latest battleground in U.S. election fight
- U.S. Postmaster General to pause all operational reforms after outcry
- ‘Epic failure’: U.S. election officials warn of November chaos due to budget crunch
- U.S. states see major challenge in delivering record mail ballots in November
- Black voters don’t trust mail ballots. That’s a problem for Democrats

ACCESS
Explore Refinitiv’s dedicated U.S. election page and stay up-to-date with the polling, policy differences, news and insights.
Where Biden and Trump stand on key issues

Get a detailed look at Trump and Biden’s drastically different proposals and policies.

EYE ON THE STORY

• Reuters video team is delivering fast and comprehensive footage of key developments leading up to and on election night. Recent highlights include:
  — What’s in Play: Why should we care about the polls?
  — What’s in Play: Where Trump and Biden stand on race in America
  — Biden lays out his vision for a post-Trump America
  — Russian hackers suspected of targeting Biden campaign
  — Key voting group for Trump lags in motivation: Reuters poll
  — Mail-in vote surge may mean Election Week chaos
  — Coronavirus concerns: Trump ‘law and order’: poll

• Reuters is producing compelling and engaging graphics giving readers and clients visual context around the latest news. Recent highlights include:
  — Where Biden and Trump stand on key issues
  — Voting by mail: How voting by mail works and a look at the differing policies by state
  — Trump’s favorability vs. Biden’s favorability

• Reuters award-winning photojournalism team will capture the key moments of the campaign and election night. See the latest here.

TRUSTED VIEWS

Reuters Breakingviews is bringing original insights on the elections to readers. Highlights include:

• Trump needs to make his business great again
• Reverting to mean is weak economic message
• Biden VP will be just one possible 2024 candidate
• “America First” mantra is here to stay
• Biden policy palette would paint Wall Street blue
• Biden is political equivalent of 10-year Treasury

Check out the “Economic Dream Team Machine” interactive tool that allows you to pick a cabinet of economic all-stars for Biden or Trump who could help fix the American economy.